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Problem Origin

Multi-Instance Learning(MIL): 
Known:  Labels of bags

Unknown:  Labels of instances in positive 

bag.

Two perspectives for solving MIL：
Instance level

Bag level



Problem Origin：Dimensionality 

Reduction for MIL 

“Curse of Dimensionality” also spoils 

MIL

Dimensionality Reduction(DR) for MIL

Supervised DR method could not be 

directly applied.

Unsupervised method will waste bag 

label information.
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Problem Origin: Definition

Formal definition of DR for MIL:
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Main Ideas of MidLABS

Structure (Non-I.I.D) information[Zhou et 

al., ICML09] 

Bag level perspective

Establish local geometric structure for each 

bag.

Bag label information

Learn a transformation which Maximize bag 

margin between positive and negative bags
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Description of MidLABS: Distance 

Metric

 Distance metric of bags on a mapping vector(w) 

is as follows:

Pair-wise metric is employed in [Gartner et al., 

ICML02] to setup kernels/similarity between multi-

instance bags. 
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Description of MidLABS: Structure 

Information

Setup a ε-graph to capture the 

structure information in a bag

Rule: For the bag    , if the distance 

between nodes (instances)      and      is 

smaller than a threshold ε, then an edge    

is setup. 

Choose the node which has the first larger attribute 

as the starting node in our implementation.
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Description of MidLABS: Updated 

Distance Metric

Distance metric incorporated the non-i.i.d. 

information conveyed by the edges
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Description of MidLABS: Objective 

Function

 Based on previous distance metric, choose w 

which maximizes the following objective 

function:

Attempt to ensure: 

if       and      share the same label, then stay 

as close as possible after mapping;

if  they have different labels, then stay as 

distant as possible after mapping.
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Description of MidLABS: Objective 

Function

 If we denote
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Description of MidLABS: Optimization

 It is a generalized Rayleigh quotient, and could 

be maximized through Lagrange Multipliers 

method.
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Description of MidLABS: Summary of 

the Algorithm
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Experiment: Musk Data Set
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 Dimension Ratio is defined as target dimension d dividing the 

original dimension D. 

 ORI is the abbreviation of Original feature space



Experiment: Automatic Image Annotation
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Conclusion

MidLABS:  DR algorithm for MIL

Captures structure information in each 

bag, which plays a important role in 

obtaining salient feature

Exploit the label information of bags to 

guarantee a powerful discriminant ability.
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